Flood Territory Management

Rey Amador, Flood Territory Manager
States: Southern FL, & Southern TX
Cell: (305) 401-0847
E-mail: rey.amador@selective.com

Gregg Porter, Flood Territory Manager
States: AR, LA, MS, OK, Eastern TX
Cell: (225) 397-3658
E-mail: gregg.porter@selective.com

Don Burke, Flood Marketing Manager
States: All
Cell: (765) 577-0330
E-mail: don.burke@selective.com

Julie McLaren, Flood Territory Manager
States: AK, CA, HI, ID, WA, OR, MT
Cell: (916) 214-7012
E-mail: julie.mclaren@selective.com

Nina Do, Flood Territory Manager
States: IA, IL, IN, KS, KY, MI, MN, MO, NE, ND, OH, SD, WI, WY
Cell: (312) 505-5433
Email: nina.do@selective.com

Annette Winston, Flood Territory Manager
States: DE, MD, VA, WV, DC, W PA
Cell: (804) 690-4129
E-mail: annette.winston@selective.com

Jeff Lawrence, Flood Territory Manager
States: AL, Central & Northern FL
Cell: (904)-510-4400
E-mail: jeffrey.lawrence@selective.com

Christine Stoll, Flood Territory Manager
States: NJ, Metro NY, & Long Island, E PA
Cell: (973) 986-7122
E-mail: christine.stoll@selective.com

Curtis Bryan, Flood Territory Manager
States: CT, MA, ME, NH, RI, VT, Upstate NY
Cell: (973)-670-0415
E-mail: curtis.bryan@selective.com

Bob Haraksin, Flood Territory Manager
States: CO, AZ, NM, NV, UT, W TX
Cell: (973) 464-3626
E-mail: bob.haraksin@selective.com

Tammy Goodman, Flood Territory Manager
Cell: (803) 240-5233
States: GA, SC, NC, TN
E-mail: tammy.goodman@selective.com